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Abstract
Narrow structures in baryonic missing mass or baryonic invariant mass were
observed during the last ten years. Since their existence remains controversial,
previously published data, measured with incident hadrons, are reanalyzed to
add new pieces of information. This contribution gives further evidence to the
existence of low mass exotic baryons, excited in charge-exchange reaction.

1 Introduction

Although already observed since several years, the genuineexistence of narrow low-mass baryonic struc-
tures is often considered with skepticism. Various models on baryon spectroscopy describe, usingq3

configurations, the classical baryons up to M=1.5 GeV [1], namely those reported by the Particle Data
Group [2]. AboveM = 1.5 GeV arises the problem of missing resonances. Within theq3 configuration
models, there is no room for the narrow low-mass baryonic structures, which explains the skepticism.

This paper summarizes briefly the results where these structures were observed, and reanalyzes
baryon induced charge exchange cross sections, in order to add information on these narrow baryonic
exotic resonances. Indeed, the narrow structures were associated with multi-quark clusters, which is
in accordance with the smaller signals in reactions involving incident leptons. Although studied for
different physical motivations, therefore with statistical precision lower than the precision suitable for
the present study, these results still add information concerning these structures.

The reanalyzed data are read, sometimes integrated over twoor three channels, and kinematically
transformed in order to draw histograms as functions of the missing mass, although they were published
versus the energy loss or the final energy.

2 Brief recall of previous results

2.1 The SPES3 (Saturne) data

Only results concerning baryons will be discussed here. Previous experiments, performed at SPES3
(Saturne), thanks to good resolution and high statistics, exhibit narrow structures in different hadronic
masses. Two reactions were studied [3, 4]:p + p → p + p + X (1) andp + p → p + π+ + X (2).
Structures were observed in the missing massMX of reaction (2), in the invariant massMpX of reaction
(1), and in the invariant massesMpπ+ andMπ+X of reaction (2).

The observation of narrow structures in different conditions (reaction, incident energy, spectrom-
eter angle, or observable) at the same mass (within±3 MeV) was considered to be a confirmation
of their existence. The narrow structure masses observed are: 1004(α), 1044(β), 1094(γ), 1136(δ),
1173(ǫ), 1210(λ), 1249(η), 1277(φ), 1339(ν), and 1384 MeV. In parenthesis, the greek letters identify
the structures shown in the corresponding figures. The vertical arrows in the following figures show
the expected position for these narrow structures, on the basis of the previous findings. The two first
masses,α and β lie below the pion threshold mass, which prove directly the exotic nature of these
states. These results were published in: [4–6], respectively showing data in the missing mass region:
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1.0 ≤ M ≤ 1.46 GeV,1.47 ≤ M ≤ 1.68 GeV, and1.72 ≤ M ≤ 1.79 GeV. The narrow structures in
the mass rangeMN ≤ M ≤1 GeV, were also tentatively extracted [7].

Other signatures of narrow baryonic structures, were observed either in dedicated experiments or
extracted from cross sections obtained and published by different authors studying other problems. They
are quoted in [3–5] and will not be recalled here.

2.2 The p(α, α
′)X reaction

Large statistics spectra of the p(α,α′)X reaction were obtained several years ago at SPES4 (Saturne) in
order to study the radial excitation of the nucleon in theP11(1440 MeV) Roper resonance. The exper-
iment was performed withTα=4.2 GeV. A spectrum measured atTα=4.2 GeV,θ = 0.8◦ [8] was built
in the baryonic missing mass range:1030 ≤ M ≤1490 MeV. A first large peak aroundω ≈ 240 MeV
was associated with the projectile excitation, and a secondlarge peak aroundω ≈ 510 MeV was asso-
ciated with the target excitation [8].ω is the energy difference between the incident and the detected
α particles. Above these large peaks lie narrow peaks, clearly observed, defined by a large number of
standard deviations [9]. Another spectrum was measured atTα=4.2 GeV,θ = 2◦ [10] which extended
up toM=1588 MeV.

Fig. 1: Cross-section of the p(α, α′)X reaction at Tα=4.2 GeV,θ = 2◦ [10].

Fig. 1 shows this data. In both figures, the empty circles, which correspond to the scale, are the published
number of events versus the missing mass. The full circles and full squares, in the left-hand part, show
magnified data. Several peaks are observed above M=1470 MeV.The right figure shows an enhanced
plot of this missing mass range (ω ≥800 MeV). The same situation, with many structures, is observed
in the SPES3 data [5, 6], and all masses observed in both reactions have similar values. This fair con-
cordance between the masses is observed using data originally obtained from experiments studied with
different purposes, carried out by different physicists, studying different reactions with different probes
and different experimental equipements.

3 New analysis of previously published charge-exchange reactions induced by baryons

A large number of charge-exchange reactions were studied indifferent laboratories, mainly at Saturne
(SPES4 beam line), with the aim to study spin-isospin excitations. The corresponding missing mass data,
range from the nucleon up to∆(1232), therefore are quite convenient for the present study. A selected
sample of these data is presented here, with the addition to the classical spectra of gaussians describing
the narrow baryonic structureshaving the previously determined masses and a common width. The
data are read, sometimes integrated over two or three channels and shown versusMX .
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3.1 The p(p,n)∆++ reaction.

The differential cross-sectionsd2σ/dEndΩn of the1H(p, n)X reaction were measured at LAMPF [11]
atTp=790 MeV,θn=0◦, 7.5◦, and 15◦. Fig. 2 shows the result for the two smallest angles. The fullcurves
(small triangles) describe the theoretical calculations [12] performed with use of effective projectile-
target-nucleon interactions. The open circles correspondto data integrated by two channels. A nice fit is
obtained after introduction of the narrow resonances.
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Fig. 2: (Color on line). Cross-section of the pp→n∆++ reaction atTp=0.79 GeV. [11, 12]. Inserts (a) and (b)
correspond respectively toθn=0◦ and 7.5◦.

3.2 The p(d,2p)∆0 reaction.
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Fig. 3: (Color on line). Cross-section of thep(d, 2p)∆◦ reaction atTd=2 GeVθ = 0.5◦, and 2.1◦, respectively in
inserts (a), and (b) [13–15].

The cross-section of the p(d,2p)∆◦ reaction was measured at the SPES4 spectrometer at Saturne,using
2 GeV and 1.6 GeV incident deuterons, at forward angles:θlab = 0◦, 0.5◦, 2.1◦, 4.3◦, and 7.2◦ [13–15].
Inserts (a) and (b) of Fig. 2 show the data respectively forθ= 0.5◦ and 2.1◦. They exhibit an oscillating
behaviour in the low part of the∆ missing mass range. The spectrum is well fitted by the masses of the
narrow baryonic structures added to the broad∆ peak.
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3.3 The p(d)(3He,t)∆++(X) reactions.

The cross-section of thep(3He, t)∆++ reaction was measured at many incident energies, and spectrom-
eter angles, not only with the SPES4 spectrometer at Saturne, but also in other experiments.

The old data from Dubna [16], atTp=2.39 GeV, 4.53 GeV, and 8.33 GeV are not precise enough
since their binning was equal to∆E=25 MeV. They are not reanalyzed here. The3He(p,t)∆++ reaction
was studied at SPES1 (Saturne) at forward angle in the lab, with the motivation to reduce the direct
graph and study the possible (∆++,2n) component of the3He wave function [17]. The beam energy
wasTp=850 MeV. These data correspond toθlab=6◦, 10◦, and 15◦; their cross-sections decrease fast
with the increasing angle, therefore only the cross-section of the smaller angle is shown here, in Fig. 4.
We observe that the structures exist, and are well fitted by the narrow structures if the data are shifted
by ∆M=-9 MeV. This shift may be due to a possible saturation of the spectrometer magnetic field: B,
as small asδp/p=6 10−3, not taken into account, for large triton momenta for the SPES1 spectrometer:
pt ≈1.85 GeV/c.
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Fig. 4: (Color on line). Cross-section of the3He(p,t)∆++ reaction, at Tp=850 MeV,θlab=6◦ [17] after a -9 MeV
shift.

A selection of the data obtained at Saturne Spes4 beam line [18–20] is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5: (Color on line). Cross-sections of thep(3He, t)X (insert (a)) andd(3He, t)X (insert (b)) reactions at
T3He=2 GeV,θ=4◦ [18–20].

The calculation of the∆++ contribution [20] includes theA = 3 form factors, as well as the quasi-
elastic contribution and final state interaction for the reaction on thed target. The comparison between p
and n targets, allows us to deduce that isospinI = 1/2 is favoured for these low mass baryonic structures.
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The 12C(3He, t) reaction was studied at Saturne (SPES4 beam line) [21–23] atT3He=2 GeV,
θ = 0◦. A similar analysis shows that the addition of the narrow structures to the theoretical analysis
performed by [22], allows to improve the fit to the data.

4 New reanalysis of several previously published charge-exchange reactions with inci-
dent light heavy-ion beams

4.1 Reactions on proton targets
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Fig. 6: (Color on line). Cross-sections: of thep(12C,12 N)∆0 reaction atTp=1100 MeV/Nθ = 0◦ [24] in insert
(a); of thep(20Ne,20 Na)∆0 reaction atT20Ne=18 GeV,θ = 0◦ [24–27] in (insert (b)) .

Thep(12C,12 N)X reaction was studied at SPES4 (Saturne) using a12C beam of 1100 MeV/N at
the spectrometer angleθ=0◦ [24]. Fig. 6(a) shows these data, fitted with the∆0 peak and the structures
previously observed. The important oscillatory behaviouris again very well fitted.

Fig. 6(b) shows the cross section of thep(20Ne,20 Na)∆0 reaction [24–27]. The comparison
with the cross-section of the p(20Ne,20F)∆++ reaction (not shown), allows us to conclude again that the
first narrow baryonic structures have isospinT = 1/2, and those aroundM = 1200 MeV have isospin
T = 3/2.

4.2 Reactions on light heavy ion targets

Two charge exchange reactions of light heavy-ion beams on12C target are shown in Fig. 7. Both were
studied at Saturne SPES4 beam line, atθ=0◦. Insert (a) shows the (14N,14 C) reaction atTbeam=880*A MeV
[28]; insert (b) shows the (16O,16 N ) reaction atTbeam=900*A MeV [29]. Here, an arbitrary background
is introduced in order to simulate the inelastic scatteringdue to to excitations of12C levels.

The same analysis, see fig. 8, is performed on the spectra of27Al(20Ne,20 Na)X and the27Al(20Ne,
20F )X reactions, measured at Saturne (SPES4), using a20Ne incident beam of T=950 MeV/A, at
θ=0◦ [28]. The introduction of narrow baryonic structures with masses previously determined, allows to
reproduce the total spectra with the experimental oscillations.
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Fig. 7: (Color on line). Cross-sections atθ=0◦: in insert (a) the12C(14N, 14C)X reaction studied at Saturne
(SPES4), at Tbeam=880*A MeV [28]; in insert (b) the12C(16O,16N)X reaction at Tbeam=900*A MeV [29].
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Fig. 8: (Color on line). Cross-section of the27Al(20Ne, 20Na)X reaction (insert (a)), and27Al(20Ne,20 F )X

reaction (insert (b)). Both reactions were studied atθ = 0◦, andTbeam=950*A MeV. [28].

5 Conclusion

This work analyses different cross-sections of charge-exchange reactions induced by hadrons, in order
to look to further signatures corresponding to the low mass narrow baryons previously observed. This
paper does not pretend to give an exhaustive outline of all data where such signatures have been found,
but focus on charge-exchange reactions.

These structures were associated with quark clusters [3, 4]; therefore reactions performed with
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incident leptons, although allowing similar observations[30], lead to smaller signals than reactions per-
formed with incident hadrons since the number of quarks involved in the reactions are reduced.

All reactions reanalyzed here were measured for another physical interest, therefore with a binning
and statistics not optimized for the present study. So, there is here no attempt to study the mass range
950≤M≤1000 MeV, although several spectra exhibit an excess of counting over the fits. Moreover,
this missing mass region corresponds also to possible excitation of excited states in the nuclei, when
composite targets are concerned.

In almost all spectra, clear structures are however observed, mainly below the region where the∆
starts to dominate the countings. This mass range concerns the structures atM =1004 and 1044 MeV,
particularly interesting since they are both located at masses lower than the threshold of possible pion-
nucleon desintegration. The narrow baryonic resonances are observed in all missing mass range studied.
The most noteworthy spectra, are those showing notable oscillations well fitted by the narrow structures.
This concerns a large part of the reactions discussed previously, namely the spectra corresponding to the
pp → pπ+X, (d, 2p)X, (p, t)X, d(3He, t)X, p(12C,12 N)X, 12C(16O,16 N)X, (20Ne,20 F )X, and
(20Ne,20 Na)X reactions.

The comparison between final states with isospin T=1/2 and T=3/2, suggests to favor isospin
T=1/2 for the lower narrow structure masses. These structures are more easily observed in reactions
using isoscalar scattered particles such asα or deutons.

These strucures are clearly exotic since there is no room forthem in theqqq configurations [1],
since their width is smaller than the widths of "classical" PDG [2] baryonic resonances, and also since
some masses lie below the pion threshold mass. They are naturally associated with precursor quark
deconfinement. Therefore the quark and gluon degree of freedom is effective, even at very low energy,
and must be taken into account. These conclusions are illustrated in Fig. 9 where the experimental masses
of narrow baryonic structures are compared with masses calculated with help of a phenomenological
mass relation [31] using two clusters of quarks at the ends ofa stretched bag in terms of color magnetic
interactions:

M = M0 + M1[i1(i1 + 1) + i2(i2 + 1) + (1/3)s1(s1 + 1) + (1/3)s2(s2 + 1)] (1)

herei ands are isospins and spins of the two clusters. Notice that the formula allows degeneracy. We
adjust the two parametersM0=838.2 MeV andM1=100.3 MeV in order to reproduce the masses, spins
and isospins of N and Roper resonanceN∗(1440), and get the calculated masses of the other structures
without any free parameter.

We conclude that the growing number of indications allow oneto consider again the genuine
existence of these structures as being a likely option.
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